
Intersection:
Orange tool with guides: To cross over inter-
secting grout lines, push both sliding pieces 
diagonally into the designated guides.
Blue tool: Cover one grout with masking tape. 
This way, you can cross over the other one.
Cleaning of tools: Wipe the excess sealant 
off with household paper towel. Should this 
be forgotten, simply rub the tool across a rub-
ber-like surface. 
Removal of old grouts:
CAUTION! Sharp blades, handle and use with 
care! Remove old caulking carefully with the 
grey removal tool with saw blade. Whatever 
is left on tiles or other smooth surfaces can 
be removed with the scraping blade. On soft 
surfaces a scraping blade could scratch, it‘s 
better to use here a chemical silicone remover. 
Important: When removing old mildew stained 
grouts or caulks, wear a protective mask (to 
avoid the danger of infection). Use an anti-
mildew treatment on the affected area. Be 
sure that the surface you work on is dry and 
free of oil or grease before restart caulking.
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CAUTION!  Sharp blades enclosed. 
ATTENTION !  Lames tranchantes incluses.

5 lisseurs + glissières de guidage, 
16 profi ls différents. 

Pour jointoyer sans liquide vaisselle !
Enleveur de silicone inclus.

5 forming tools + guiding aid,
16 profi le shapes. 

No soapy water required! 
Including silicone removal tool.
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This Profi ling Toolkit helps to achieve clean 
profi les and provides for a permanent seal.

A releasing agent (soapy water) is not needed 
to apply the soft caulking mass (silicone).
This process results in better adhesion and 
prevents mould from forming underneath. In 
the event that the profi le application is not 
perfect, it is possible to redo isolated parts 
without removing the entire profi le.

What kind of sealants?
Silicone, acrylic, polyurethane… actually all 
sealants may be applied: sealing and fl exible 
grouts can be made with our tools. 

What kind of surfaces?
Tools can be used on all smooth, rough or un-
even surfaces. However, working on extreme 
rough surfaces will wear out your tools faster!

How to use:
Choose the caulking line shape from 16 profi le 
possibilities. 
Apply appropriate amount of caulking mass 
on a distance of 60-120 cm (it is easier to 
work step by step, by only applying material 
for short distances). Now make sure that both 
smoothing tool edges touch both wall and 
fl oor, slightly press the profi ling tool and pull.

Important: Always only use the smooth 
edge for spreading.

  Regard the
  spreading-direction! 

  

Start again behind the position at which you 
stopped with a new line section.

Bridging across a vertical grout:
Orange tool with guides: To cross one-sided 
grout lines, push the sliding piece diagonally to 
the profi ling tool into the guides provided. 
Blue tool: If you hold the profi ling tool at a slight 
angle, you cross over the grout-line and doing 
so you will keep a uniform grout-pattern profi le.     

Corners: Start fi rst with the vertical wall-grout 
lines and let them bond. After bonding, you 
work on the fl oor-grout starting out of the cor-
ners in both directions.

  Regard the
  spreading-direction! 

  

  Regard the
  spreading-direction! 

  

  Regard the  Regard the
  spreading-direction! 


